
sliding sash  •  flush casement  •  stormproof  •  french doors  •  bi-fold doors  •  sliding doors  •  entrance doors
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We have been in the market since 1999 and 

have come a long way during that time. We have 

developed from a small carpentry business into a 

thriving business selling products on the Polish 

market and abroad.

It’s hard to believe but it’s been 10 years since we 

started our partnership with Great Britain in 2006. 

During this time we’ve  experienced hard work and 

great adventures, and have appreciated learning 

about your culture and architecture. This knowledge 

enables us to offer you the products you really want 

with every small detail considered and refined.

It is not enough for us to provide you with the best 

products. We want you to feel confident and safe 

when you buy our windows and doors. Our priority 

is good communication combined with open and 

transparent methods of working with you.

Often you, our clients, will present us with ambitious 

ideas and visions- we are always flexible and open 

to new challenges.

We enjoy discussing options with you, so we can 

find solutions together. Each new project is a new 

adventure for us.

We often visit Great Britain- however if you would 

like to visit us, a one- day visit is easily achievable. 

You can get to know us personally, and gain first-

hand knowledge of our products and the production 

process.

We look forward to working with you in the 

future! EXPERIENCE

IN THE BRITISH MARKET

YEARS

YEARS

1818

1111
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Our Sliding Sash Windows are the product of the beautiful of timber combined with a rich experience 
and tradition that faithfully reproduces the charm and character of traditional English sash windows. 
The windows are made to order by craftsmen who will match the design of your existing windows exactly 
to add value to your property.

Our range includes traditional weights and cords systems, spring balance systems with double or triple glazed 
sealed units. There is also an option to have a 150 mm sash box.

An inexpensive way to add value and the beauty to the windows are mouldings and architraves. They are 
made to measure and available in a range of styles and wood types, including pine, oak and meranti.

Sliding Sash Windows

Technical specification: 
Softwood, hardwood or oak • multi-layer timber sections • hung on tra-
ditional weights • smooth running cords and pulleys • fully drained and 
vented • internally beaded for security • factory glazed with argon gas filled 
sealed units with warm edge spacer bars • factory finished with preservative, 
primer and two coats of micro-porous paint by Remmers •  sash box 170 mm 
•  58 mm window sash •  46 mm meeting rail.
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Flush Casement Windows

When you look at our Flush Casement windows you see simplicity, elegance and excellent quality. We 
make our windows from the same quality materials and to the same high specification as all the English 
market leaders. Our Flush Casements come with friction hinges and multi point secure locking system to 
openings sashes. Air circulation is ensured with ventilation grooves and energy efficient glazing supplied 
as a standard.

You can also add a touch of modernity to our traditional Flush Casements and have them with aluminum clad. 

Our offer includes also the lipped stormproof windows with double gasket as a standard.

An inexpensive way to add value and the beauty to the windows are mouldings and architraves. They are 
made to measure and available in a range of styles and wood types, including pine, oak and meranti.

Technical specification:
Factory applied micro- porous coatings by eco- friendly Remmers/ Teknos com-
pany provide maximum protection • Double glazed units 4/16/4, “thermo-
float”, internal glass with a low-e value reflects heat back into the room, the 
cavity filled with argon gas, Ug=1,1 W/m2K • Warm edge spacer bar helps to 
minimize heat loss and combat condensation levels on the internal pane • 58 
mm window sash • Weather seal DEVENTER-  guarantees your window system 
reliable heat and sound insulation • Multi- layer timber sections prevent warp-
ing and combats twisting • 90 mm window frame.
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French Doors

The French Door system can be used as an exit from the kitchen, bedroom or living room to the garden or 
balcony. Our French Doors offer a charming, alluring addition to your home or conservatory. All doors are 
available in a variety of colours and come with a choice of design to suit your requirements.
 
All our French Doors are internally beaded to prevent removal of the glass from the outside, fitted with 
toughened glass and fully adjustable 3D Nico hinges.

An inexpensive way to add value and the beauty to the windows are mouldings and architraves. They are 
made to measure and available in a range of styles and wood types, including pine, oak and meranti.

Technical specification: 
Softwood, hardwood, oak • Multi-layer timber section • Internally beaded for 
security • Multi point locking system FUHR • Aluminum threshold- EXITEX 
• NICO 3D fully adjustable hinges in three positions • Double glazed units 
4/16/4, “thermofloat”,  internal glass with a low-e value reflects heat back 
into the room, the cavity filled with argon gas, Ug= 1,1 W/m2K • toughened 
glass as a standard • Factory finished with preservative, primer and two coats 
of micro- porous paint by Remmers/ TEKNOS.
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Our Bi-fold system is the ideal solution for rooms requiring a lot of sunlight, or for homes situated in scenic 
areas where having large glass windows enables you to enjoy a complete view of the landscape, moreover, 
they offer maximum accessibility to the outside

The Bi-fold door system includes Brio or Centor complete hardware available in a choice of premium 
finishes. There are also various opening options available to suit customer’s individual needs and the 
design of the room.

Technical specification: 
Softwood, hardwood, oak • Multi-layer timber section • Internally beaded for 
security • BRIO or CENTOR hardware • Double glazed units 4/16/4, “thermo-
float”,  internal glass with a low-e value reflects heat back into the room, the 
cavity filled with argon gas, Ug= 1,1 W/m2K • Toughened glass as a standard  
• Factory finished with preservative, primer and two coats of micro-porous 
paint by Remmers/Teknos.

Bi-Fold
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Sliding Door System/ Patio Doors

The great flexibility of our Sliding Door System enables you to close very wide openings by installing multiple 
lift-and-slide doors. Our hardware supplier offers the ideal solution: a simple movement of the handle, and 
the door slides lightly and silently.

The Sliding Door System provides an ideal solution where large areas of glass are desired to provide almost 
uninterrupted views whilst maintaining the ability for wide areas to be opened to the outside. This option is 
also available with aluminium cladding and triple glazing.

Technical specification: 
Softwood, hardwood, oak • Multi-layer timber section • Internally beaded for security • AGB or MACO hardware • Double glazed units 
4/16/4, “thermofloat”,  internal glass with a low-e value reflects heat back into the room, the cavity filled with argon gas, Ug= 1,1 W/m2K 
• Toughened glass as a standard • Factory finished with preservative, primer and two coats of micro- porous paint by Remmers/Teknos.
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Traditional Entrance Door

We believe that each door should be a reflection of the homeowner’s unique taste and personality. Quality 
has always been uppermost in our manufacturing goals. Our timber doors can be made for any style of home, 
bespoke joinery doesn’t always mean traditional in style, just traditional and reliable in construction.

Our wide range of Traditional Entrance Doors includes glazed and panelled options. The Traditional Entrance 
Doors are constructed with the solid timber, high security, multi- point locking system FUHR and fully adjustable 
Nico 3D hinges as standard. The doors are available with optional side and top lights; in a wide variety of 
configuration, inwards and outwards opening, single or double door leaf as well as split stable door option.

We manufacture a wide range of doors, from bespoke to the wide range of door designs which are available 
on our website.

Technical specification: 
Factory applied micro- porous coatings by eco- friendly Remmers/ Teknos com-
pany provide maximum protection • Thermally- insulated timber multi- layer 
board with polyurethane foam filling ensures perfect heat insulation •  Weather 
seal DEVENTER-  guarantees your window system reliable heat and sound insu-
lation • Internally beaded for security • 58 mm door leaf • Weather drip- divert 
rain from running under the door • EXITEX door threshold available in mill or 
gold finish • 90 mm door frame.
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Insulated Entrance Door

We are building our reputation based on innovative design with top quality products and unsurpassed 
craftsmanship combined with leading edge technology. Our collection of Entrance  Doors comes in all 
shapes and sizes. Our wide range of Entrance Doors includes an Insulated Entrance Door option as well.

This type of Entrance Door has a timber board with a polyurethane foam insulation core to guarantee 
excellent insulating qualities.

All door designs are available on our website.

Technical specification: 
Factory applied micro- porous coatings by eco- friendly Remmers/Teknos  com-
pany provide maximum protection • Thermally- insulated timber multi- layer 
board with polyurethane foam filling ensures perfect heat insulation • Weather 
seal DEVENTER-  guarantees your window system reliable heat and sound in-
sulation • Multi- layer timber piece as a part of door leaf construction • 58mm 
door leaf • Weather drip- divert rain from running under the door • EXITEX 
door threshold available in mill or gold finish • 90 mm door frame.
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Other Products

Our offers include other products such as stormproof windows, tilt & turn windows, energy- saving Wintherm 
windows, Windows with aluminum cladding, stable doors and more. We also manufacture internal wooden 
window boards and a wide range of fully finished architraves and timber mouldings.



Contact

Eurostyl Sp z o.o.
Pl. Kilińskiego 1, 32-600 Chełmek, Poland

Opening hours:
Monday- Friday 8am-5pm, Saturday 8am-1pm
Tel: 0048 33 846 20 09
website: www.eurostyl.net.pl

Visiting facts:
• from Airport Cracow to EUROSTYL Headquarter you can drive via Highway A4
• the all travel time its less then half hour

It’s easy to hit us! Welcome to our company.


